Merging the line between
physical and digital worlds

Wouldn't it be brilliant if we could transfer
items from one game to another or even
convert virtual assets into real-world value?
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1
Newcomer artists are not visible to
customers on NFT marketplaces.

2
A multichain (cross-chain)
system is not supported by
most marketplaces.

Problems
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3

There are few markets that

Many marketplaces do

offer physical things for sale

not accept fiat payments.

as digitized art.

5
Newcomers who have been
unable to acquire NFT due to
insufficient UX/UI.
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Solutions

1

2

We will supply new artists with the
required tools and assist them in
improving their position on the
worldwide market so that they may
be seen by more buyers.

Multichain will be integrated. In this
manner, we can ensure that our
users can interact with new useful
features on our marketplace.
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4

We can accept fiat payments via
debit/credit cards thanks to
thirdparty payment providers,
allowing anyone to effortlessly
acquire digital assets.

We've already formed a partnership
with a high-end car dealership and
created a technology that allows you
to digitalise physical items.
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6

For our newcomers, we created a
very easy UX/UI so that they may
avoid making deadly mistakes and
learn basic information that will
assist them with their first
transaction.

Our budget is well-balanced, and our
staff has the marketing experience
to promote all of OAZIZ products.
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8

We can guarantee that the game will
be delivered on time since we have a
set deadline, a comprehensive plan,
and staff ready to work on it.

The game will be built using the
Unity engine, and we will produce
a high-quality result based on our
previous high-end projects'
experience.
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The OAZIZ Ecosystem is an arrangement of tools
that enables users to have a frictionless experience
between WEB3 and the physical world.

The project's main products are the NFT
marketplace, the P&E game, and the fintech tools.
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Market Study

GameFi market

$231

billion

$74.2 billion by 2031


by 2030

Despite the present crypto
winter, the GameFi market has
had two years of consistent,
unmatched growth. The market
capitalization of the sector is
estimated to reach $74.2 billion
by 2031 from its current $9.2
billion market cap.

NFT market worth

The market for nonfungible tokens
might reach $231 billion by 2030 if
they continue to be adopted across
a range of sectors, including video
games, music, art, and digital
collections.

$9.2 billion

today


$41

billion

today
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ecosystem
PRODUCTS
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The game features a Greek mythology theme,
gameplay based on the most famous fighting
games, and a player versus player (PvP) mode 
to provide you with the most immersive gaming
experience possible. Realistic visuals, Unity
gaming engine, and blockchain interoperability.

Olympus

Mountain
Gods
08

Character
visual
Each God will have unique characteristics. Their size and stature will
affect their speed in both combat or navigation, which can be an
advantage or disadvantage depends on the arenas. Gods will also
have inherent strenghts and weakneses on their own, which will
further affect players’ choice will while playing.
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The game also features, dynamic arenas, where
weather conditions could provide certain effects
(both positive and negative) to all players.
Furthermore, various interactive props in the
environment can be used gain advantages.

Environment visual
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OMG NFT
collection
The collection is based on ancient
Greek mythology as well as current
fashion trends.
Artwork owners benefit from
Staking
Earning $OAZIZ token
Receives premium charecter in
upcomming P2E game.
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gods of
Olympus

11

NFT

TO 
FIAT
PAYMENT CARDS

Spend crypto-like cash with next-gen cryptodebit card solutions that can now convert
and spend any digital asset instantaneously
at the point of sale. You'll be able to pay with
the most popular cryptocurrencies like
Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Dogecoin, as well as
our native currency.
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NFT Marketplace
OAZIZ is a multi-chain NFT
marketplace, build on ETHEREUM.

The Marketplace’s UX/UI is intended
to appeal to both newcomers and
regular users.

On our marketplace, buyers 
and sellers can trade NFTs as
tokenized digital and physical items.

API module for
physical item
tokenization
NFT minting
module API
Multichain 
support

Beeple's human
one was sold for

$29 million
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Community

track record

Community
involvement
Over 40k+ social
media followers
B2B partnerships
Live MVPs
New tools proposals
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15.5%

8%

10%

tresuary

team

staking

Community
oriented
tokenomics

9%

marketing

3%

public

With a total supply of 1 000 000 000,
this token is built on the ETHEREUM
blockchain. Staking, governance, and
a discounts are just a few of the
token’s utilities. To maintain
sustained growth, the funds are
distributed according to a vesting
schedule.

7.5%
private

30%

4%

advisors

ecosystem

8%
seed

5%

liquidity

Total supply
1,000,000,000
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We are here to stay.
Up to 7 years
vesting schedule!

Allocation Tokens (OAZIZ)

Price

Vesting

8%

80,000,000

0.015

0% at TGE, 4 month cliff, 4% between month 5 to 9, 5% between month 10 to 26

7.5%

75,000,000

0.02

0% at TGE, 3 month cliff, 5% between month 4 to 11, 10% between month 12 to 17

3%

30,000,000

0.025

15.5%

155,000,000

0% at TGE, 2% between month 1 to 50

Ecosystem

30%

300,000,000

0% at TGE, 1 month cliff, 1.25% between month 2 to 81

Marketing

9%

90,000,000

0% at TGE, 4 month cliff, 4% between month 5 to 29

10%

100,000,000

0% at TGE, 7 month cliff 4% between month 8 to 32

Treasury

8%

80,000,000

0% at TGE, 4 month cliff, 2% between month 5 to 54

Liquidity

5%

50,000,000

15% at TGE, 2.125% between month 1 to 40

Advisors

4%

40,000,000

0% at TGE, 4 month cliff, 5% between month 5 to 24

Seed
Private
Public Sale
Staking

Team

20% at TGE, 20% between month 1 to 4

Total tokens

Fully Diluted Market Cap

1,000,000,000

$25,000,000

MCAP per TGE
$337,500

Hardcap
$3,450,000
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Roadmap

Q3
Team expansion


2022

Q1

Utility NFT collection launch


Q2

NFT Marketplace MVP launch


Q4

2023

Seed round begins



Market fit research


Listing on launchpads


Core team building


Token launch


Angel funding


Public round begins


Advisors research


NFT Marketplace Beta launch


Developers research
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Team
Mindaugas
Mažeika
CEO

Tadas
Marma
Community Manager

Marius
Kraujalis

Vilius
Oržekauskas

Dominykas
Zubavičius

Robert
Baranovski

CMO

CFO

CTO

Operations Manager

Robert
Chrapovickij
Community Manager

Ramūnas
Jurevičius

Tomas
Butavičius

Co-Founder

Co-Founder

Eligijus
Povilauskas
Graphic
Designer
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Advisors

Jurijus Clavas
Financial advisor

Paulius Uza
Blockchain
technical advisor

Dainius Zino
Blockchain analytics 
advisor

Sam Clark
Marketing advisor

Svetlana Golinej

Liudvik Visnevski

Buisiness growth 
advisor

Blockchain marketing 
advisor

Nedas Vilkas
Head of fund raising


Advisor
Coming soon
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Partners
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ecosystem

NFT marketplace / P2E game / Fintech tools / OVS

Mindaugas

CEO and Co-Founder


Svetlana

Business Growth Advisor


Phone: +370 632 51415

E-mail: mindaugas@oaziz.com

Telegram: @minduzaz

Phone: +370 632 51415

E-mail: svetlana@oaziz.com

Telegram: @svetlanaoaziz
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